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Challenging today.
Our unique approach to challenge what’s accepted, using our expertise 
and knowledge to rethink the way we solve problems. 

Reinventing tomorrow.
The outcome, from the innovations we build for our clients to the 
positive impact our solution have on the world. 

To create a more connected, sustainable world.

Welcome
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At a glance
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§ At Jacobs, we're challenging today to reinvent tomorrow by solving the 
world's most critical problems for thriving cities, resilient environments, 
mission-critical outcomes, operational advancement, scientific discovery and 
cutting-edge manufacturing, turning abstract ideas into realities that 
transform the world for good. 

§ Jacobs provides a full spectrum of professional services including 
consulting, technical, scientific and project delivery for the government and 
private sector.

Worldwide recognition for our work:

https://www.Jacobs.com

$14 Billion
revenue

55K+
employees

40
countries

#1 
Top 500 

Design Firms, 
Engineering News 

Record

#1 
Most Admired Company 

Engineering, 
Construction,

Fortune Magazine

https://www.jacobs.com/


Challenges of a diverse organization
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§ Over the last 4 years, Jacobs has undergone 
significant organizational and cultural 
changes: 
− Multiple mergers & acquisitions
− Divested 1/3 of the business from the Energy 

sector
− Restructured to drive accountability
− Transitioned to a solutions-based company

§ Cultural differences
§ Many, many, many tools
§ Undefined and inconsistent processes 



Our Knowledge Management 
Journey Begins



Humble beginnings
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§ Journey began in 
December 2017

§ 1-2 dedicated resources

§ Knowledge Management 
was identified as the #1 
pain point for Sales
− Sales staff spend too 

much time searching for 
content, and then 
verifying the data is 
current or accurate

§ Implemented a basic KM 
Framework: People, 
Process, Tools



What if…
Everyone at Jacobs could find what 
they need, when they need it, 
enabling them to do their jobs 
effectively and efficiently?
We are starting a new journey 
together – to leverage a common 
methodology to capture and share 
knowledge as a valuable business 
asset. Improving information that will 
help us win and deliver work.

Help us shape the future of 
knowledge management at Jacobs!
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Jacobs Knowledge Management 
Transformation Program

Vision: 
Jacobs will be an industry leader in 
capturing, managing, and leveraging 
knowledge as a valuable business 
asset. 

We will establish a Knowledge 
Management Program that increases 
participation and engagement across 
Jacobs. This program will leverage 
shared data and technology to make 
it easier for all employees to find the 
best knowledge to address client 
needs.
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Our common 
Mission and Purpose

Mission: 
Together, we will shape the future of 
knowledge management at Jacobs by 
building accessible, trusted, 
constantly-evolving knowledge assets 
through dedicated people, processes,
and technology.

Purpose: 
Enable everyone at Jacobs 
to find what they need when they 
need it to help them to do their jobs 
effectively and efficiently.
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We aim higher.

Our vision: To be industry leaders in 
knowledge management. 

As industry leaders, Jacobs has:

§ A learning and sharing organization

§ Trusted content, when we need it

§ Connected, technology enabled work

§ Knowledge capture processes that are 
simply part of how we work

§ A knowledge management career path
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Our Clients
§ Better solutions
§ Better value
§ Increased confidence in Jacobs
§ Improved response time for us
§ Easier access to our thought leaders

Our Employees
§ Increased speed to proficiency
§ Work on what’s fun: developing 

solutions and value propositions!
§ Pride in being the best
§ Less time searching and verifying 

– more time on what matters to you

Because this matters.

Because it has a big impact on all of us.

Our Communities
§ Better connected
§ Protected and secure
§ More sustainable and 

impactful projects
§ More aware of what’s possible

Our Shareholders
Higher returns through:
§ Improved sales productivity
§ Lower staff turnover
§ Improved cross-LOB and merger & 

acquisition revenue synergies
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Sales is leading the way 
for us all.

Our sales teams are leading Jacobs on this 
trek, with the Sales Center of Excellence and 
other functional groups. For over two years, 
we have prepared for this transformation.  
We’ve invested in:

Roles – 30 full-time resources to support 
knowledge management

Processes – common ways to capture 
knowledge, standardize content, measure 
asset quality, and track performance

Technology – common platforms: 
Client Success Platform (powered by Salesforce); 
Knowledge Center (powered by SharePoint); and 
a single place to search (powered by Coveo)
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Introducing KCS @Jacobs



Why KCS® @ Jacobs

• Proven practice across multiple industries
• KCS is knowledge sharing
• Provides focus
• Enables knowledge management to be scalable and agile
• Provides a solid foundation for our Coveo search engine 

implementation
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KCS v6 Practices Certified!
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Baseline Assessment
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Trust
§ Content is not always trusted, and sales professionals spend extra time validating
§ There is confusion of the single source of truth for assets (duplicates stored in different 

repositories)

Create Value
§ Understand the IMPORTANCE of Knowledge Management, but struggle with the idea 

that COLLECTIVE OWNERSHIP delivers value
§ What's in it for me (WIIFM) is not clearly defined and therefore don’t understand the 

value of their knowledge content to others
§ Process is not adhered to, indicating lack of understanding of the importance of the 

overall value of an updated, validated knowledge asset

Core Knowledge Management Principles
Demand Driven
§ No current workflow process to improve and capture knowledge as we work
§ Lack of understanding that “reuse is review” or “searching is creating”

Abundance
§ We are strong networkers.  We are proud to be the “go-to-person” when someone needs 

knowledge
§ We value and are proud of our personal stashes
§ Motivation is on individuals vs. teams



Modifying KCS Principles for a Professional Services Organization
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Analogy: We need to get from one side of the river to 
another. The direct KCS method may be to take the stairs 
but what we really need is a zip line. 

We still need to do the following: 

§ Get to the other side

§ Take stuff with us

§ Decide who will cross and how many can cross at a time

§ Get there quickly and efficiently

Examples:

§ Single knowledge article vs multiple company assets

§ Just-in-time vs Just-in-case- we have situations where 
we need Just-in-case (Master Resumes, Project 
Descriptions for tier 1 & 2 projects, capability 
statements)



Knowledge Management (KM) Roles
Knowledge Workers: formal roles supporting KM processes and tools

• Knowledge Management Program/Strategy Leader 

• Knowledge Managers

• Knowledge Coordinators

• Knowledge Analysts

• Sales Enablement Leader 

KM CoP: Community of practice supporting and collaborating on KM 
activities across Jacobs

• Knowledge Management Community of Practice leaders and 
members

KM Transformation Team: intentionally selected and formally chartered 
transformation team to lead the organization change

• Executive Sponsor

• KM Transformation (OCM) program/strategy lead

• Knowledge Management Transformation Leaders

• Knowledge Management Change Champions
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Jacobs has invested in a set of Company Sales Tools:
Client Success Platform powered by Salesforce and Knowledge Center (based on SharePoint) are our flagship 
platforms where we collaborate to win work. Our machine-learning search engine, powered by Coveo, helps to 
bridge these two platforms.

Our sales tools
Client Success Platform
Powered by Salesforce

Structured data:

Knowledge Center
Powered by SharePoint

Unstructured data: 

Accounts, opportunities, sales 
pipeline, financials and schedule, 
business inteligence & analytics

Documents of our qualifications, 
experience, past proposals, 
presentations, and typical 
company write-ups

Coveo
Search
Relevance
Insights

Coveo is our new artificial-intelligence 
powered search. 
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How our Coveo implementation fits in with 
our Knowledge Management Transformation Program
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UAT with 
pilot group
UAT with 
pilot group

FY20 Q2/Q3

COVEO’s alive,
but ain’t quite kicking!

COVEO is built in 
CSP and 
Knowledge 
Center

CONTENT PALOOZA!
Upload your best content to 
the Knowledge Center. 
Start sharing. 
It feels good.

FY20 Q4 FY21

Common Knowledge 
Management Processes 
and Roles
Common. It means we all do 
in the same way so we can 
be the Global Sharing 
Company that Steve 
Demetriou, our clients, our 
co-workers, and 
shareholders expect.

Adoption.
Transparency.
Measuring metrics.
Accountability.

COVEO machine learning rocks!

Content keeps improving!
§COVEO analytics help us 

address content gaps.
§Content asset quality index 

helps us trust 

FY22+

Tomorrow reinvented!

We’re a company like no other. We 
learn and share together. 
We deliver results.

Employee satisfaction with 
knowledge management

Sales productivity

Faster onboarding

Client satisfaction

Adoption. This is where you 
show your commitment to 
each other. Will you help us 
Reinvent Tomorrow? Or will 
you hold on to yesterday?

Communications campaign and organizational readiness

Knowledge Center enhancements



A Case for Change: Why are we Transforming Knowledge Management at Jacobs?
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Knowledge Management Transformation Program: Creating a Culture of Sharing 
As an example, did you know that Jacobs Sales professionals spend 30-40% of their time 
searching for Jacobs' qualifications to help us win work? And then another 15-20% of their time 
verifying the accuracy of those qualifications? Our employees deserve better! Our clients expect 
better. But why does it happen? 

The Problem, simply put, is our old processes, systems, and tools worked for a smaller 
organization that operated in a steady state. We shared things at a local level, mostly among our 
own team. We knew who to call, where things were stored, and things worked well enough. But 
that's just NOT sustainable as Jacobs grows. Our capabilities and qualifications evolve with each 
acquisition, change in technology, and new innovation. Our old ways of "knowing who to call" have 
broken down because of the pace and scale of change at Jacobs. 

The Solution. There is a better option. Jacobs has invested heavily in our Knowledge Management 
Transformation Program, providing a framework to drive consistent, scalable processes for 
creating, capturing, storing, and sharing knowledge assets (including a central Knowledge Center 
and artificial intelligence search engine). These tools, along with new dedicated KM roles at Jacobs, 
are transforming Jacobs culture to one of sharing, AND positioning Jacobs to be the industry 
leader in KM! 

Are you ready? We have a lot to do. Ultimately, we'll become a company that fully leverages our 
knowledge assets to provide the best solutions to our clients. And WE all get some time back!
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Lessons Learned
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§ Organizational Change Management is at 
least 40% of the overall program!
− Benefits from a dedicated role 
− Mindset that EVERYTHING we do requires 

thoughtful stakeholder engagement, user input, 
comms, training, and feedback

§ KCS adoption here requires a cultural change
− A sound business case with a common vision 

helped give us a starting point with employees

§ Metrics help us monitor engagement and 
areas of focus

§ It’s not a linear process; as we organize and 
implement, we are able to create a working 
loop

§ It’s HARD! But well worth the effort



Copyright Notice
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Important
The material in this presentation has been prepared by Jacobs®.

©2021 Jacobs Engineering Group Inc. All rights reserved. This presentation is protected by U.S. and 
International copyright laws. Reproduction and redistribution without written permission is prohibited. 
Jacobs, the Jacobs logo, and all other Jacobs trademarks are the property of Jacobs Engineering Group 
Inc. 

Jacobs is a trademark of Jacobs Engineering Group Inc.



Thank You


